Abstract: Numerical implementation of standard ray theory faces two intrinsic difficulties -infinite value of the field at caustics and nonlinear boundary value problem for computation of eigen-rays -rays which connect source and receiver. In earlier work [l], a nontraditional approach was developed, to treat caustic problem. This report describes a procedure of embedding a nonlinear boundary value problem for eigen-rays to the space of higher number of dimensions, where it becomes an initial value problem for a new system of equations -differential equations for eigenrays. An examples of application of this technique to some sound propagation problems are provided.
d/ds(n(r)dr/ds)-Vn(r)=O (1) with the boundary conditions r(O)=ro, r(sl)=q (2) where s -te arclength along the unknown ray trajectory r(s), r. -position of the source, n(r)-index of refraction.
There is no stable numerical methods for solution of this non-linear boundary value problem. Different shooting and relaxation methods (121, for example) are usually applied to this problem, leaving a question open -how many rays connect source and receiver in any particular wave propagation problem. where 8 -launch angle in the source, much more favorable for computation. There are several stable numerical techniques [2] , which were successfully applied for decades for equation (1). The purpose of this report is to demonstrate how to transform boundary value problem for ray equations (I) to initial value problem for some another system of equations, which is more suitable for computations. Eiconal, or propagation time along the ray
where r(t) -some solution of the initial value problem (3), together with 8, produce ray coordinates in the plane (x,z). Whole set of rays may be described as r(O,z). Lines 8 = cow are rays, and lines z = cunst are fronts in the plane (xJ). Let us assume that some 8 and z exist, such as Let us suppose that that receiver rl in (5) is not a point, but some trajectory rl = R(o). We add two more dimensions to our problem -position of the receiver. Our last assumption leads us to the equation
Now we differentiate (6) with respect to (J and receive
By definition
rr = t(s)(r,,r,)0.5 = t(s)/n (8)
where t(s) -the unit tangent vector along the ray and re = n(s)(r,,rS0.5
the vector tangent to the ray front, and n(s) -the unit normal vector to the ray. As far as (t,n) = 0, we receive from (7-9) drldo = n(dR/do,t ) de/do = (r,,r,>-"~5(dWdo,n) (10) (11) rhe diffeere&zzl equntiunsfor eigen VUJS. The general scheme of the implication of (IO, I 1) to a practical problem is the following. By placing the receiver R(0) at some point where eigen rays can be easily found , in a layered media, for instance, at the any point exactly up or down the source, initial conditions for (10, I 1) are formulated T(0) = To, e(o) = e, (12) for each eigen ray. In layered media, for example, number of this rays will be infinite and will remain such at all range of propagation. Equations (I I), (12) constitute i&iaf vol~te problem, with quite a number stable algorithms existing. With given trajectory of receiver R(o) they can be solved for each eigen ray involved, producing as output an amplitude of each eigen ray along receiver trajectory, arrival time of each eigen ray and arrival angle of each eigen ray. When receiver enters the shadow, equations (IO,1 1) produce field in a shadow, where some rays become complex. Computing an amplitude of the ray according to the formulas from [I] we receive enhanced version of ray theory, which allows to trace the ray, without singularities in the total field, to any point of the media. There are several examples of application of this technique to some particular wave propagation problems.
